
Congregation toras Chaim
An intimate space…Grow at your pace.

January 12-13, 2017  26 Teves, 5778  Shabbos Vaeira
Mincha: 5:20P / Candlelighting: 5:23P  Shabbos Ends 6:32P

�ShabboS Schedule
Friday Night, Jan 12th

 » Shabbos Candle Lighting–5:23P
 » Mincha/Kabbalos Shabbos/Maariv–5:20P

Shabbos day, Jan 13th

 » Shacharis followed by Kiddush–8:30A
 » Chumash Shiur for men & women–4:10P
 » Mincha/Shalosh Seudos for men in shul–5:10P
 » Shalosh Seudos for women & young children at Rich home–5:10P
 » Maariv/Shabbos Ends–6:32P
�Weekday Schedule
 » Sunday Shacharis–8A
 » Weekday Shacharis–6:40A
 » Weekday Maariv–9:00P

 �ReFuah Shelaima
men
 » Moshe Aryeh ben Sorah (Jeremy Litton)
 » Itai ben Shoshana (Son of Ehoud & Shoshana Wilson)

Women
 » Necha bas Leah (see Irwin Harris)
 » Rivka Basya bas Devorah (Rebekkah Bodoff) 
 » Shoshana Elka bas Ettel Dina (Shoshana Strassman)
 » Leah Esther bas Yenta Leah (Lori Jarmel)
 » Yenta Leah bas Shayna (Mother of Lori Jarmel) 

 �What’S Nu
 » Parking Reminder: CTC Shabbaton Reminder: No parking on 

street over Shabbos. There are 5 spots in back. 

 �WheN the StudeNt iS Ready: Rabbi label lam
 And Moshe spoke before HASHEM saying, “They, the 
Children of Israel will not listen to me and how will Pharaoh listen 
to me and I am of uncircumcised lips. (Shemos 6:12) 
 Why does Moshe go backwards to the old excuse of the 
speech impediment? That was clarified by the burning bush. Also, 
his argument seems strong enough that he feels that the Children 
of Israel won’t listen and how much more so Pharaoh. Why does it 
matter after that that he has a speech impediment? 
 There is no question that Moshe was our greatest teacher. 
He goes down in history with the title “Rabbeinu”. He is our teacher. 
All the Torah for all generations traces back to him. Yet, there is a 
greater teacher we can learn from. The word “Torah” means teaching. 
That’s what the Torah does. It teaches. It is “Toras HASHEM”- the 
Torah of HASHEM! HASHEM is our greatest teacher, in fact and 
we can learn from the way He teaches. 
 A lesson plan is always the key to a great teaching. One of 
the key ingredients of that plan is something called an anticipatory 
set. It is meant to whet the appetite of the student and awaken 
an interest in learning. Without that the student is not a vessel to 
receive. 
 All the great lecturing in the world will not accomplish a 
thing until the student is a willing participant. Since a person has 
free will this can present a great challenge. 
 Often, if not always, a good teacher has to create a teachable 
moment. To catch the interest of a class this week I launched a few 
shocking statements that needed, of course, to be qualified. 
  “Today we will learn how to speak Loshon Hora! The 
Torah permits killing, breaking Shabbos, and eating non-Kosher 
food!” One student said, “Now you tell us!” 
 We went on to explain that in certain circumstances only 
and under certain conditions one might or must either kill, violate 

Shabbos, eat non-Kosher to save a life, and under certain conditions 
to speak Loshon Hora. We went on to learn those conditions and 
the lesson filled that void the anticipatory set created. 
 The Sefas Emes offers the following amazing insight on 
the verse. He explains that it is “Because the Children of Israel will 
not listen” and therefore he was of uncircumcised lips…Speech 
is in exile as long as the recipients are not ready to hear the word 
of HASHEM…” He goes on to explain that to the extent that the 
listener is unavailable, the words are hidden. The more ready the 
recipients are, the more open and revealed is the message. 
 The greatest proof of this we find by Mount Sinai when 
the entire Nation of Israel camped, in a singular fashion, as 
Rashi describes “like one person, with one heart”. It was then that 
HASHEM Himself broke a 2448 year, 26 generation silence. When 
“the student” was really ready that’s when “the teacher appeared” 
and HASHEM declared, “I am HASHEM…” 
 After the incredible exhibition of the exodus, including 
ten plagues and the splitting of the sea, and after the 49 day journey 
to Mount Sinai, munching on miraculous Mann along the way, the 
Jewish People were ready. All of what had preceded that moment in 
history was a grandiose anticipatory set, so that the teacher should 
only then appear when the student is ready.  

 �the Plague oF PlagueS: Rabbi ReuveN chaim 
kleiN

 The fifth plague that G-d had wrought upon the Egyptians 
is known as dever. In English this word is commonly translated as 
“pestilence”, which is a fatal epidemic disease. In the context of the 
fifth plague this meant the sudden death of all Egyptian horses, 
donkeys, camels, cattle, and sheep. The word dever also appears 
twice in Moshe’s warnings about the tenth plague, which entailed 
the sudden death of all Egyptian firstborns at exactly midnight 
on the day of the Exodus. In his first encounter with the Pharaoh, 
Moshe demands that he release the Jews “lest He (G-d) smite you 
with a dever or by the sword.” (Exodus 5:3) Before the seventh 
plague Moshe repeats his warning of an impending dever by saying 
that G-d could have done so earlier, but chose not to yet. He says, 
“This time (i.e. when the Plague of the Firstborn will finally come), 
I will send all of My plagues (mageifotay) against your heart… for 
now I could have sent My hand and stricken you and your people 
with dever and you would have been obliterated.” (Exodus 9:14) In 
this last passage we find two words which refer to plagues: dever 
and mageifah. What is the difference between these two seemingly 
synonymous words?
 When G-d tells Moshe about the second plague (known 
as tzfardea), He says that He will “smite” (nogef) Egyptian territory. 
Rashi (to Exodus 7:27) explains that the noun mageifah does not 
denote death, but rather denotes some form of striking or smiting. 
The root of mageifah are the letters GIMMEL-PEH(-HAY). Verbs 
that use this root also denote striking, hitting, or pushing — but not 
death. Rashi repeats this understanding in multiple places (see his 
commentaries to Exodus 21:22, 21:35, and Bava Kama 2b). With 
this, Rashi answered his unspoken question about why the plague 
of tzfardea (commonly translated as “frogs”) is called a “plague” if 
frogs do not kill. To answer this question, Rashi explained that the 
word mageifah does not inherently refer to a plague which brings 
death, so the entire quandary is moot. (Abarbanel disagrees with 
Rashi’s assertion that mageifah does not inherently refer to a lethal 
plague. To answer the aforementioned difficulty, Abarbanel is forced 
to adopt Rabbeinu Chananel’s view that tzfardea are “crocodiles”, 
not “frogs”.)

kidduSh this Shabbos is sponsored by Irwin and June Harris on the Yahrtzeit of June’s mother, Kaila bas Menachem Mendel. 
ShaloSh SeudoS this Shabbos is sponsored by the shul. Please contact Rabbi Yaakov Rich at 972-835-6016 if you are interested in sponsoring kiddush 

or shalosh seudos in the future.
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 According to Rashi we can explain that the word mageifah 
is a general term that refers to any way of smiting or striking an 
opponent. Accordingly, while mageifah does not, perforce, refer to 
a deathly plague, the word dever does denote a plague which brings 
death. Indeed, in other Semitic languages, words spelled DBR mean 
“death”. (There is one notable exception to Rashi’s rule about words 
with the GIMMEL-PEH root: Malbim explains that the word negef 
(which is mageifah’s “first cousin”) denotes a plague which brings 
certain death. Indeed, Rashi (to Ex. 30:12) defines negef as dever, 
which we have explained also denotes death. Conversely, Rabbi 
Menachem ibn Saruk (920-970) defines dever as negef.)
 Rabbi Shlomo Pappenheim of Breslau (1740-1814) 
explains that the word dever is related to the word devorah (“bee”) 
because dever is a disease that brings lesions upon a person’s 
body before killing him, and those lesions somewhat resemble the 
inflammation resulting from an allergic reaction to a bee sting. 
Rabbi Pappenheim’s understanding of dever seems to be consistent 
with descriptions of the dreaded bubonic plague — known simply 
as “The Plague”. The bubonic plague is understood to be responsible 
for the death of about half of Europe’s population in the fourteenth 
century outbreak known as “The Black Death”. Amongst other 
chilling symptoms, the bubonic plague causes one’s infected lymph 
nodes to become inflamed and turn into black blister-like buboes. 
With this in mind we can explain that magiefah is just a plague, but 
dever is an especially deadly plague.
 Rabbi Yair Chaim Bachrach (1639-1702), the author of 
the famous Halachic responsa Chavot Yair, offers an enlightening 
discussion of the difference between the words dever and mageifah. 
He writes that dever refers to any deadly sickness that is contagious 
and can easily be transmitted, either from one person to another, 
or from one family to another. This idea is found in the Mishna 
(Ta’anit 3:4) which teaches that if there is a dever in a given city, 
then its population should declare special fasts in order to facilitate 
repentance. The Mishna continues by defining dever as the deaths 
of three individuals within three days in a city whose population is 
five-hundred male adults. The Mishna thus assumes that the deaths 
of so many people within such a short span of time must be due to 
the spread of a deadly, infectious disease. (Contrast this with the 
world death rate per day given by the Ecology Global Network, 
which stands at 8 deaths per 1,000 people.) Similarly, the Talmud 
(Bava Kama 60b) advises that when there is a dever in a city, 
one should stay at home (thereby avoiding contact with infected 
people).
 On the other hand, Rabbi Bachrach explains, the 
word mageifah denotes an infected wound which can wind up 
spreading like venom and affecting all of one’s limbs and even one’s 
bloodstream. As we have already explained, the word mageifah is 
related to other words which use the GIMMEL-PEH root. All of 
those words are related to hitting or pushing one specific part of 
the body, and sometimes allowing the malady to spread from there. 
For this reason the word dever is used to denote the sudden death 
by pestilence that transpires without the appearance of any visible 
wounds on a specific part of their body. By contrast, the word 
mageifah denotes the act that the attacker (in the case of the Ten 
Plagues, G-d) “does” in bringing such a plague to his victim.
 Rabbi Bachrach then cites the opinion of an anonymous 

sage who argued that dever and mageifah both refer to the same 
type of fatal plague, but that the word mageifah connotes a deadlier 
plague than does dever. Said sage adduces this view from the Torah’s 
report that after the Jews sinned at Baal Peor they were punished 
with a plague “and the deaths in the plague numbered twenty-four 
thousand.” (Num. 25:9) However, Rabbi Bachrach writes that he 
disproved this sage’s theory from a different passage in the Bible. 
When King David conducted an illegal and unnecessary census of 
the Jewish People, the nation was punished with a plague whose 
death-toll amounted to seventy-thousand causalities. That plague 
is described as a dever (II Sam. 24:15), which shows that dever can 
yield even more deaths than mageifah, so the difference between 
the two words cannot be in the extent of their impact.

 �PaRSha Q&a: vaeiRa
1. Did G-d ever appear to Avraham and say “I am G-d”? 6:9 - Yes.
2. What cause did the forefathers have to question G-d? 6:9 -- 

Although G-d swore to give them the land, they never actually 
had control over it.

3. How was Moshe commanded to act towards Pharaoh? 6:13 - 
With the respect due a king.

4. How long did Levi live? 6:16 - 137 years.
5. Who was Aharon’s wife? Who was her father? Who was her 

brother? 6:23 - Elisheva, daughter of Aminadav, sister of 
Nachshon.

6. Why are Yitro and Yosef both referred to as “Putiel “? 6:25 - 
Yitro fattened (pitem ) cows for idol worship. Yosef scoffed 
(pitpet ) at his evil inclination.

7. After which plague did G-d begin to “harden Pharaoh’s heart”? 
7:3 - After the sixth plague -- shechin .

8. Why did Pharaoh go to the Nile every morning? 7:15 - To 
relieve himself. Pharaoh pretended to be a god who did not 
need to attend to his bodily functions. Therefore, he secretly 
used the Nile for this purpose.

9. Give two reasons why the blood was chosen as the first plague. 
(a) 7:17 - Because the Nile was an Egyptian god. (b) 8:17 - 
Because an invading army first attacks the enemy’s water 
supply, and G-d did the same.

10. How long did the plague of blood last? 7:25 - Seven days.
11. Why did the frogs affect Pharaoh’s house first? 7:28 - Pharaoh 

himself advised the enslavement of the Jewish People.
12. What did Moshe mean when he told Pharaoh that the frogs 

would be “in you and in your nation”? 7:29 - He warned that 
the frogs would enter their intestines and croak.

13. What are “chamarim”? 8:10 - Piles.
14. Why didn’t Moshe strike the dust to initiate the plague of lice? 

8:12 - Because the dust protected Moshe by hiding the body of 
the Egyptian that Moshe killed.

15. Why were the Egyptian sorcerers unable to bring lice? 8:14 
- The Egyptian sorcerers’ magic had no power over anything 
smaller than a barley kernel.

16. What were the Egyptians likely to do if they saw the Jews 
slaughtering lambs? 8:22 - Stone the Jews.

17. Why didn’t the wild beasts die as the frogs had? 8:27 - So the 
Egyptians would not benefit from their hides.
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 » Sunday Shacharis–8A
 » Weekday Shacharis–6:40A

 » Weekday Maariv–9:00P
�claSSeS
 » Hilchos Niddah for men (Sunday 7-8A)
 » Parenting/Marriage Chaburah for women (Sunday evenings)
 » Gemara Yevamos for men (M-Fr, 6-6:40A)
 » Gemara Nedarim for men (Sunday-Thursday 9:15P)
 » Advanced Hilchos Shabbos for men & women (Mon 8-9P)
 » Advanced Rashi on Chumash for men & women (Thur 8-9P)
 » Rabbi Heller on the Parsha (Wed 8:15-9P)
 » Chumash for men & women (Shabbos 60 mins before 

mincha)

Good Shabbos


